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A Carrot for New World

Something Adjective was happening. We weren't sure what. The tides were going in reverse, when the

sun rose it went down, Dracula turned vegetarian, and Sasquatch and Johnny Cash started a Noun that

never was heard. Some people said it had to do with an Noun on Noun , while others blamed

politicians and professional sports athletes, or the mystical Karana possessing indescribable powers. The one

thing we all knew for sure was, it wasn't like this yesterday. In fact, it wasn't even like this last year.

When the world switched directions and began spinning the other way, people woke up. But then they went back

to sleep because it got dark again when the sun rose in reverse. That, and people were crushed by the force of

gravity when the world stopped spinning there for a moment. Only people Verb - Present Tense far away

from the equator survived. People like Sasquatch. Well, creatures like Sasquatch. And Johnny Cash. And the

immutable, indescribable, immovable Karana. Bob Barker decided that all the prices were wrong and something

needed to be done. And so it was, after a time, that people in power began to notice. Karana, despite her

immobility, used her considerable mental powers to sway arctic and antarctic powers to make a call for help.

A call for something different. A new way of Verb - Present Tense . The trumpets were heard all around the

northern and southern areas of the globe as other people who survived the great crushing began to try and rebuild

their Noun , to recreate it in their own Adjective image in a way that both reflected where they

had started, and who they had become as a result of the great changes they saw as their distant family members

turned



into goo on the ground. Did these heroes of the modern day like Sasquatch, Bob Barker, the mysterious Karana,

vegetarian Dracula, and Johnny Cash really have what it takes to rebuild Noun ? And what did it

Verb like when they were done????
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